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To get started, contact your broker today.

Hagerty Collector Vehicle Program
Underwritten by Elite Insurance Company, a member company of Aviva Canada Inc.

Trust your classic
with the people who
know classics.

Special cars deserve special coverage.
What’s a collector car?
In general, we provide coverage for vehicles that are*:
• Appreciating or holding steady in value

When it comes to understanding your individual
insurance needs, your broker is the specialist you
trust to keep you safe. And when it comes to
understanding the needs of classic car owners,
Hagerty is the company your broker trusts to protect
and support you.

• In good condition or under restoration
• Kept in a secure, enclosed storage facility
• Not used for daily or backup transportation

Why Hagerty?
• Lower premiums than standard insurance

At Hagerty, we are THE specialists when it comes to

• Coverage for the way you use your collector car

your vintage vehicle. That means we know what it

• Coverage that accounts for your car’s value

takes to insure your classic, and we have resources to
help you with everything else you do with it – driving,
maintaining, buying and selling, storing, moving,
restoring and more.
We’re a family-owned business that prides itself on
meeting your individual needs. With Hagerty and
your trusted insurance broker working for you, you
get the coverage you need, with the exceptional
service you and your car deserve.

• You choose your own repair shop
• In most cases, Hagerty doesn’t require an appraisal
• Multi-car discounts – more cars mean bigger savings

Enjoy your car
If you’re worried that specialty insurance means
never driving your classic vehicle, don’t. We believe
great cars were made to be enjoyed, so our policy allows
limited pleasure use with no fixed kilometre limits.
* All coverages not available in all provinces. This is only a general description of
coverage. Coverage is subject to policy provisions, exclusions and endorsements.
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Nobody else does this stuff.
We know values...
From the Hagerty Price Guide to the most recent
auction info to the more than 700,000
cars already on our books, no other
company has its finger on the pulse
of classic car values like Hagerty. The
market’s most trusted experts live
and work right here; each year, we
get quoted in more than 150 media outlets. When
The New York Times or CNN needs a quote about
collector cars, they come to us to shed light on their
story – so you can be sure, when it comes to your car,
nobody understands its value better than we do.

…and we guarantee them
Hagerty not only understands what your car is worth,
we guarantee you will be paid its full value in the
case of a covered total loss. With our Agreed Value
coverage, we start by agreeing with you on your car’s
insured value, then our policy guarantees that value,
with no depreciation.

Unparalleled hobby support
At Hagerty, we support the classic
car community any way we can.
From our own youth programs
to our support of the Collectors
Foundation and the Historic Vehicle
Association to Hagerty magazine, we’re fully
dedicated to advocating for, preserving and
protecting the classic car hobby.

Protection for all occasions
Whether you own one car or one hundred, are
restoring a vehicle or travel with your car, we can
cover you. And for extra peace of mind, check
out the Hagerty Plus program – the only
emergency roadside assistance plan geared
exclusively toward classic cars, with 24-hour
guaranteed flatbed recovery and unlimited
service calls throughout Canada and
the United States.

With Hagerty and Aviva, claims really can be painless.
Claims Service Satisfaction Guarantee
When you’re insured through Hagerty, you’re backed
by the power of our underwriting partner, Aviva, too.
That means you can count on the Aviva Claims Service
Satisfaction Guarantee. If you’re not happy with our
claims service, and we can’t resolve it, we’ll issue you a
cheque for the amount of your current premium.

The perfect part whenever possible
We do everything in our power to get your ride back
on the road. That’s why we have an on-staff parts
specialist who has just one mission: tracking down the
With Hagerty, your claim will be handled with knowledge and care unmatched by standard insurance providers. A team of specialty adjusters will process your
claim, and make sure you’re provided with the best and
most efficient service out there.
• Skilled adjusters – Only experienced adjusters who
specialize in assessing damage to antique and

right replacement part for your vehicle. He has literally
walked for kilometres to find a part for a client.

Repair shop of your choice
You’re in control when it comes to repairs for your car.
You decide who should do the work on your car – not
us. And with total losses, you have the option to buy
back salvage and rebuild the vehicle.

Skilled adjusters and appraisers
You can rest assured that your baby is in good hands.
We only use experienced adjusters who specialize in
assessing damage to antique and custom collector
cars. Plus, our independent appraisers are skilled in
the understanding of repair techniques for classic cars.

